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Abstract: In the era of the Anthropocene, where the climate crisis forces humankind
to rethink its values and systems of production, sustain-ability literacy becomes crucial
for any design practitioner. This paper aims to contribute to the extensive literature
that regards meta-design as a reflexive practice for the study of design purposes,
processes, methods, and outputs by outlining a meta-design framework to tackle the
modern artificial environments in which humankind has become naturalized.
Specifically, by inscribing modern “technologies” within Simondon's concept of
“technical object”, it delineates the preliminary guidelines of a research approach for
design education that, drawing from Lemonnier's chaîne opératoire and LeroiGourhan's degrés du fait, applies locally situated ethnographic explorations with
system analysis to the study of modern artifacts to stimulate self-reflexivity on
“efficacy” biases in design thinking.
Keywords: Meta-design; Design literacy; Material culture; Anthropology of technology.

1. Introduction
Since the publication of the first book (Simon, 1969) conceptualizing what has later been
called “design thinking” (Rowe, 1987), the interest in design practice as a way of thinking
and learning has grown both inside and outside the field (Buchanan, 1992; Kimbell, 2011;
Luka, 2014).
In the early stages of the twenty-first century, design thinking (DT) practices saw exponential
growth in popularity in companies and management education, leading to the emergence of
a general discipline able to offer a response to the ebbs and flows of a growing global
economy of products, signs, and services (Kimbell, 2011). DT tools emerged as means to
enhance people's ability to undertake “processes of inquiry and reasoning towards
generating innovative artifacts, systems, and solutions” (Puente et al., 2013, p. 1),
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consolidating the mainstream association of the term within the realms of “creativity”,
“novelty” and, mainly, “innovation” (Kimbell, 2011, 2012).
Within this framework, the idea of “innovation” has usually been interchanged with the
result of a problem-solution schema, an aim generally identified by the team that performs
the design thinking act - or their clients, customers, or users - based on their needs.
When innovation is proposed as a “general progressive goal”, it may become unquestionably
positive, justifying whatever measure is taken to reach it. The risk of this interpretation which implicitly seems to be embedded with the positive meaning of “movement/progress
toward better” - is that it underestimates the solution’s reliance on the measurement
parameters considered for its evaluation. However, innovation only represents a condition,
literally a new condition of existence concerning what is being innovated.
In other words, what affects the “value” of the condition of innovation in a design solution
may be what Simon calls “problem representation” (Simon, 1988).
“That representation makes a difference is evident for a different reason. All
mathematics exhibits in its conclusions only what is already implicit in its premises
[...] Hence, all mathematical derivation can be viewed simply as a change in
representation, making evident what was previously true but obscure. This view can
be extended to all of problem solving - solving a problem simply means representing
it so as to make the solution transparent” (ibid., p. 67).

The conditions of “positive” or “negative” innovation - of how innovation is valued,
measured - are inherent in the measuring technique by which the “problem of innovation” is
framed, the problem representations by which the solution rises. The terms: problem
representations, conditions of existence, and measuring technique will be further
reformulated under the same concept of “efficacy”, coming from the anthropology of
technology tradition (see 2.1).
Within the new geological epoch of the Anthropocene, what happened in design thinking
with innovation may now occur with “sustainability”. Nowadays, any field of productivity is
undertaking a fundamental redirection toward sustainability in a way that usually pursues, in
the most general common sense, a positive, “green”, and “no-waste” environmental goal;
substituting “innovation” in the form of a general good-end that a system/solution serves.
However, thinking in systems may require abandoning a perspective focused on needs or
solutions in favor of one that addresses relationality.
In his work Defuturing, Tony Fry offers a clear interpretation of the meaning of sustainability
that refuses this idea of a positive “green” environmental goal: the literal form sustainability, the ability to sustain (Fry, 2020). If sustainability loses the quality of goal, its
properties have to be assigned to what, in the first place, sustains the system as a whole: its
conditions of existence. This interpretation helps to distance from the deterministic
conceptualization of the term as “something opposed to unsustainability” and allows to
discuss the issue of efficacy in design thinking.
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The concept of efficacy presented in this brief introduction becomes even more relevant for
design practitioners - from AI engineers to service designers - when applied to the analysis of
the inner qualities of modern artifacts (see 2.2). Qualities that, in the complexity of global
challenges, are more pervading design with power, agency, and autonomy issues.
In this respect, this paper hopes to contribute to the extensive literature that regards metadesign as a reflexive practice for the study of design purposes, processes, methods, and
outputs (Giaccardi, 2005; Maturana, 1997; Van Onck, 1965). Specifically, this paper aims to
do so by delineating the parameters of a meta-design framework for sustain-ability
education that, by inscribing modern artifacts within the analytical form of “technical
objects” (Simondon,1958) , may support the identification of the efficacy principles by which
they were designed and are now sustained.
The discussion will be divided into three main parts. The first part introduces the issue of
efficacy from the anthropological tradition, specifying how it is intrinsic to any design act’s
“technological” side. Thus, by juxtaposing the concept of “artifact” with the one of
“technical object,” this part argues how any output of human creation may work as a
potential “transmissive agent” of the original culture’s preconceptions and how the
interaction of different “efficacy cores” may be the actual source of cultural innovation. The
second part hypothesizes that contemporary artifacts in Western societies - industrial and
digital - may represent the ultimate technological objects and thus be the central focus of
inquiry of a meta-design analysis for sustain-ability literacy. The last part, drawing from
system thinking and anthropology of technology methods, suggests which parameters may
be considered to approach current technological systems looking for the loci where the
efficacy principles manifest. In this respect, it presents Lemonnier and Leroi-Gourhan’s
analytical models for the study of techniques - the chaîne opératoire and the degrés du fait as qualitative methodologies for the investigation of efficacy principles’ manifestations. Kate
Crawford and Vladan Joler’s brilliant work on the Amazon Echo system, Anatomy of an AI
system (Crawford and Joler, 2018), inspired this paper’s title and will be presented as a case
study to untangle the last part of the discussion.

2. Discussion
2.1 Drawing from Mauss’ “efficacy” to characterize a meta-design perspective
on collective agency
To avoid any a priori deterministic definition of “design”, that is far from the intentions of
this paper, the “design act” needs to be framed within Simondon's concept of “work”:
“Work is the activity through which man actualizes the mediation between the
human species and nature within himself; [...] in work, man models matter according
to a form; with this form, which is the intention of a result, comes a
predetermination of what must be obtained at the end of the work [ouvrage] in
accordance with the pre-existing needs. [...] The activity of work is what forms
the link between natural Matter and form, which comes from man; work is an
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activity that succeeds in making two realities as heterogeneous as Matter and
form coincide and renders them synergetic” (Simondon, 1958, p. 247).

Work may thus be somehow associated with the idea of human’s creative ability, the ability
to design - from the Latin “de” and “signo”: outline meaning boundaries through a sign - in
the shape of a dialectical process between the given environment - nature - and men. Within
this concept, categorizing a design act as artistic or utilitarian becomes meaningless for
understanding work practice in itself. In other words, Simondon invites us to focus on the
“process of taking form” in itself, moving the center of inquiry from the contextual attributes
of the activity to its essential procedural properties: its technical operations.
“It seems that this opposition between action and contemplation, between the
immutable and the moving, must cease in the face of the introduction of the
technical operation within philosophical thought as area of reflection and even as
paradigm” (ibid., p. 260).

In this respect, the perspective that has to be considered when discussing “work” is the one
that addresses design activity in the form of “technical activity”, in which “agency” is not
assessed within the paradigm of individual choice but as the result of a “subject, vaster than
the individual, richer than it, and having, in addition to the individuality of the individuated
being, a certain weight of nature, of non-individuated being” (ibid., p.253).
This viewpoint does not deny the relevance of individual decision-making but, on the
contrary, it emphasizes one of its motives, which is the trans-individual, that relates
individual beings through a “social group of functional solidarity” (ibid.), helping us to frame
design activity within a systemic, socio-cultural perspective.
“In most social sciences, social order is not treated as a primary product, but rather
as a byproduct of established systems of etiquette, law, religion, or some
combination thereof. And byproducts are not usually seen as results of design. If we
change our perspective and view social order as a primary product, it becomes easier
to see it as the most important result of design and as a capacity that we all exercise,
all the time (Appadurai, 2013, p. 254)”.

In this respect, analytical practices that address design at the level of the trans-individual,
could focus on the principles that prompt individuals to act in the name of a pre-individual
subject by juxtaposing the action of “design” with the one of “technical activity”. Thus, this
paper proposes an analytical approach to “artifacts” in the frame of “technical objects” by
relating Simon's concept of “problem representations” in design choices with Mauss' issue
of “efficacy” in technical activities.
Mauss first introduced the term effective in his foundational work “Techniques of the Body”,
where he postulated the fundamental relational performativity of techniques: “I call
technique an action which is effective and traditional (and you will see that in this it is no
different from a magical, religious or symbolic action)” (Mauss, 1935, as cited in Coupaye,
2022a). Here Mauss turns our attention “towards the efficacy according to the actor, to
vernacular conceptions of effectiveness, that is intentionalities (realized or not) and reasons
for actions”, detaching from the Western concern for “actual results” (Coupaye, 2022a, p.
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11). Efficacy is thus the core measure by which appropriateness is evaluated in a particular
cultural context, the core of what Gramsci calls “common sense”: “a disjointed, incoherent,
unconscious conviction according to the social and cultural position of the masses of which it
is philosophy” (translation of Gramsci, 1396, as cited in Petronio, 1987). These core
measures of efficacy that manifest in a given socio-cultural context may circulate between
human and non-human actors through material and performative culture - where material
means “what is acted on” (Latour, 2014). The first one is transmitted through contemplation
(passive consumption), while the latter through practice. Within this perspective, innovation
may occur when diverse efficacy cores interfere through a process of synthesis and then, if
embraced by a collectivity, generate new material and performative culture (Leroi-Gourhan,
1953, as cited in Lemonnier, 1992).
In this respect, any form of design, with respect to efficacy, may be interpreted as both:
•

Potential transmissive agent of efficacy principles: “resonator” of a technical culture
(Lemonnier, 2012);
“The object that emerges from technical invention carries with it something of the
being that has produced it, and from this being expresses what is least attached to
the hic et nunc” (Simondon, 1958).

•

Immutable unified output of a work act: a crystallized “momentum” of a transindividual design process.
“Through technical activity, on the contrary, man creates mediations, and these
mediations are detachable from the individual who produces and thinks them; the
individual expresses himself in them, but does not adhere to them; the machine has
a son o f impersonality which allows it to become an instrument for another man;
the human reality that it crystallizes within itself is alienable, precisely because it is
detachable” (ibid., p.250).

Further, by merging these considerations with Fry's three constitutive components of design
- designed object, design agency, design in-process (Fry, 2020) - it is possible to delineate
three provisional analytical forms that manifestations of “effectiveness”:
•

•

•

Timeless manifestations (actualized effectiveness): Artifacts.
They are “material” and represent the immutable properties that “matter” acquires
after being transformed by a technique (Latour, 2014).
Actual manifestations (effectiveness in actualization): Habitus.
They are “energetical”, in the sense that they may be perceived holistically inside the
perceiver. They represent the performative dimension of techniques: the totality of
movements, gestures in time and space that precede the timeless actualized
effectiveness.
Time-making manifestations (potential effectiveness): Technologies.
Manifestations that are both “energetical” and “material”, since they are “in
becoming” as part of a dialectical process. They represent the “technological”
dimension of effectiveness: the codification process at the level of the subject that
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hints at the informative dimension of efficacy, manifested through relational regimes
(Lemonnier, 1992; Coupaye, 2022a, 2022b). They represent “why”, for/to “whom”,
and “how” actual and timeless manifestations organized together under the principle
of efficacy. In other words, they manifest what Lemonnier calls “social
representations” (1992), and they hint at the inherent political dimensions of design
(Coupaye, 2022a; Fry, 2010).
“Some examples of social representations which shape a technology or technological
action are: (a) the choice to use or not use certain available materials; (b) the choice
to use or not use certain previously constructed means of action on matter; (c) the
choice of technological processes (i.e., sets of actions and their effects on matter),
and the results of these processes (e.g., a cooked meal, a house, or recently killed
game); and (d) the choice of how the action itself is to be performed (a conception
that it is the woman's role to cut firewood, or the man's to make fences for gardens)”
(Lemonnier, 1992, p. 6).

It is thus through the analysis of time-making manifestations of effectiveness that designers
may become aware of which, where, and how “core measures of efficacy” manifest in a
given socio-technical system and how they relate to power struggles of agency and
autonomy in a given context (Bosschaert, 2019).

2.2 An anthropological perspective on modern “technologies”: the ultimate
technical artifacts?
Following the first part of the discussion (see 2.1), the term “technological” assumes a
connotation that is very far from the one of “neutral performative tool” usually awarded to
modern Western artifacts. Indeed, the term acquires the exception of mean, method, recipe
that “specifies a set of actions that need to be taken to achieve the desired outcome and
identifies, if sometimes implicitly, the inputs that are to be acted on and any required
equipment” (Dosi & Grazzi, 2010, p. 173).
The technicality of any design plan contains an informative dimension, which becomes
significant only in its relational dimension: when it is somehow codified and somehow
decoded in the performer's mind or by a collectivity in a given context (Coupaye, 2022a).
Indeed, Leroi-Gourhan’s first use of the term chaîne opératoire, an analytical methodology
used in ethnography to visualize relational regimes in technical processes, referred to both
human and animal procedural knowledge manifested at three different levels of
consciousness: (i) innate, (ii) embodied through experience, and (ii) consciously created by
acts of self-reflection and modification (Coupaye, 2022b).
For example, when the “technological” dimension of techniques is located within the
mysteries of artisanal craft skills and contextual action, we could say that the “key” to
decode it remains tacit, collocated inside the master, since it requires performative practice
to be grasped (Drucker, 1993). On the contrary, when craftsmanship's skills are translated
into organized and systemic forms of knowledge for the non-apprentice (through oral or
written language, for example), the “technological” dimension of a particular technique is
being made explicit through a translation that brings the “key” outside its original technical
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context (ibid.). The product of this translational process is a new form of knowledge, a new
“interpretative function” that includes or excludes technical pieces of information based on
the characteristics of the mediating process (and the mediator), generating a new efficacious
interpretation of reality.
Following Drucker's postulation of the three phases of knowledge revolution in The rise of
the knowledge society, with the publication of Diderot and d'Alembert's Encyclopédie in the
XVIII century (1751-72), a translational process occurred that led to the affirmation and
exponential growth of what we could call “industrial interpretation of reality” (ibid.).
“The underlying thesis of the Encyclopedia was that effective results in the material
universe - in tools, processes, and products - are produced by systematic analysis and
by systematic, purposeful application of knowledge. Nevertheless, the Encyclopedia
also preached that principles that produced results in one craft would produce
results in any other. That was anathema, however, to both the traditional man of
knowledge and the traditional craftsman” (ibid., 1993, p. 57).

In this citation, Drucker outlines the features of the efficacy principle intrinsic to “industrial
knowledge” that laid the foundations for the Western conceptualization of technology that
is still in use nowadays. For him, this change in the meaning of knowledge made modern
Capitalism inevitable and dominant (ibid.). Further, Drucker recalls two more knowledge
revolutions within Western history that evolved from industrial knowledge: (i) the
Productivity Revolution at the end of the XIX century, brought by Taylor from the application
of industrial knowledge to the process of human work, that gave birth to “productive
knowledge”; and (ii) the Management Revolution in the XX century, that, due to the increase
of non-manual types of work, required the application of knowledge (in the form of “data”)
to “productive knowledge” itself (ibid.).
This evolutionary process of interpretative functions of reality materialized within the
intrinsic properties of modern machines may have caused, in Western societies, a
crystallization of the social representations embedded within the Encyclopédie. Those
representations may have evolved over time, fortifying their primary fundamental
assumptions, helping to “sustain a mystifying, deterministic discourse that portrays
technological change as the inevitable fruit of scientific discovery” (Schatzberg, 2006, as
cited in Coupaye, 2022a).
In this respect, the spreading of reflexive meta-design pedagogical approaches that tackle
modern technologies as explicit manifestations of particular technological processes
crystallized in powerful machines may transform this mystified view by underlying their
reliance on a specific interpretation of reality that is not simply objective applied
engineering, but that concerns a kind of technicity that has “a meaning more liberal and
more humane” (Dewey, 1958, as cited in Lewis and Gagel, 1992, p. 126).
“ [...] the so-called 'applied science' [..] is 'directly concerned with not just the
instrumentalities, but instrumentalities at work in effecting modifications of
existence in behalf of conclusions that are reflectively preferred” (ibid.).
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This view does not deny or hide the incredible engineering complexity of modern
technologies and the consequential implications they have for some aspects of individual
and collective wellbeing - healthcare, scientific discoveries, and more - but it focuses on how
their intrinsic technological configuration may favor specific relational regimes, analogous to
the interpretative functions by which they were designed, to the exclusion of others.
Regimes that are not just a consequence of technological “progress”, but that affect societal,
political, and moral systems based on specific preconceptions of efficacy (Coupaye, 2022a;
Foucault, 1988; Lemonnier, 1992).

3. Preliminary guidelines
3.1 Approaching the study of modern “technologies”
The following methodological guidelines help to visualize modern socio-technical systems
within their double essence: as linear corporate plans (designed objects) and as concrete
manifestations of efficacy in a given context (technical objects). The aim is to encourage a
reflection on the relation between the efficacy measures embedded within the original
design of the technology and the forms of vernacular teleology observable within the local
contexts where the new material and performative culture manifests (Coupaye, 2022b). This
meta-design practice invites designers living in modern technological contexts to challenge
their own vernacular beliefs and interpretative methods of reality, which may become
fundamental for practitioners in the complexity of global challenges.
Therefore, this objective requires an approach that tackles at the same time the ecological
dimension of modern technologies (at the system level) and their ontological one (at the
local level) through a perspective that is fundamentally relational. Mainly, the research
suggests that Lemonnier's methodology of the chaîne opératoire may be functional not only
for local ethnographic investigations but also for the analysis of modern socio-technical
systems in their ecological dimension. Whereas modern technologies may represent some
sort of alienated actualization of technological processes outside the mind (see 2.2), the
system that allows their existence may be in itself an explicit chaîne opératoire that
organizes “matter”, “energy”, “gestures”, and “tools” through “specific knowledge”
(Lemonnier, 1992).
In this respect, Coupaye provides us with three analytical categories to characterize the
systemic modalities of techniques: scale, relatedness, and behavior (Coupaye, 2022a.). Scale
deals with the spatial and temporal extension of the technical process, relatedness refers to
consequential and directional properties of interconnections between actors in the system,
and behavior addresses the modalities of actualization of intended (and unintended) effects
within the system (ibid).
Indeed, by drawing from Coupaye’s three analytical paradigms and Lemonnier’s chaîne
opératoires, it is possible to create a visual diagram that allows the observer to “move”
within the chain and think through its complex socio-technical system of interconnected
human and non-human actors. This analysis may lead to hypothesizing the efficacy paradigm
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embedded within the chain that, following system dynamics, should correspond to
Meadows' second leverage point: the mindset out of which the system arises (Bosschaert,
2019; Coupaye, 2022a; Meadows, 1999). This analytical exercise hardly ever exhausts,
depending on the object of analysis, the complexity of the integrated systems and their
relations; nevertheless, the visual transcription of implicit and explicit relations between
actions, thoughts, facts, and actors becomes in itself a self-reflexive tool to unfold “the
succession of events comprising a process” (Coupaye, 2022b, p. 46).
Three main analytical spaces of investigation emerge by moving within the chaîne
opératoire. These areas correspond to the three milieus identified by Leroi-Gourhan’s
interpretative model for the understanding of where and how social phenomena interface,
and interfere, with technological evolution (Leroi-Gourhan, 1945, cited in Lemonnier, 1992):
•

The milieu exterieur: represented in this case by the socio-technical system the
technology relies on (ibid.).
• The milieu interieurs: represented by the particular socio-cultural contexts reached
by the technology’s material and performative cultures (ibid.).
• The milieu techniques: represented by the spaces in which the collision between the
milieu exterieur’s “tendency” and the milieu interieurs produce a new technical
group (ibid.).
Each milieu manifests some “degrees” of tendency or fact, where tendency refers to a
general systemic force, a general principle by which technical (design) processes and outputs
exhibit in a context the same properties for problems apparently posed in identical terms
(ibid.).
This research argues that the analysis and comparison between the tendency principles of
the three milieus (Table 1), previously identified through different applications of the chaîne
opératoire methodology - respectively at the system level, historical socio-technical level,
and ongoing socio-technical level - may be a crucial reflexive practice, even when only
speculative, for any designer that wants to challenge its own vernacular beliefs.
Table 1. Guidelines for the comparison of the three different “tendency principles”.
General tendency
of the milieu
exterieur

General tendency of
the milieu interieur

Facts

General tendency of
the milieu technique

Efficacy measures
by which the
technology was
designed, that
replicate through
the sociotechnical system
(problem
representations
of design)

Efficacy measures
within the local sociocultural context
(common sense,
common habitus)

Coincidences

New efficacy
measures adopted
within the local sociocultural context of
analysis after its
encounter with the
milieu exterieur (new
habitus, new beliefs)
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3.2. Case study: "Anatomy of an AI system"
Crawford and Joler's brilliant exploded view diagram of the Amazon Echo AI system (Figure
1) is an excellent example of an “alienated” technological chaîne opératoire. Within this
example, the milieu exterieur is represented by the universal ecosystem of human and nonhuman actors created by the Amazon Echo system, while the milieu interieurs – that, in this
case, are not directly cleared out - are the local geographical regions in which the system
extends, comprehensive of their socio-cultural and environmental peculiarities. Further, the
loci of “collision” where the milieu technique rises are the ones in which the actors of the
milieu interieurs become nodes of the active socio-technical system. For example: the
assemblers while working, the same assemblers while receiving a stipend, the owner while
managing the system, the user asking something to Alexa, and many more, all with respect
to their cultural contexts.
This process of “dissection” finds similarities to the one explored by Taku Satoh in the
exposition series Design Anatomy: a method for seeing the world through familiar objects, in
the sense that it tries to unravel reality by addressing the “humility of things” (Miller, 2010),
a fundamental research practice of material culture studies.

Figure 1. Preview of Kate Crawford and Vladan Joler’s “Anatomy of an AI System: The Amazon Echo
As An Anatomical Map of Human Labor, Data and Planetary Resources”, published in 2018.
Work available at: https://anatomyof.ai
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Table 2. Guidelines for the individuation of the general tendance of the system. Preliminary example
through the analysis of the case study “Anatomy of an AI system”.
Chaîne Opératoire components

Example (Figure 1)

Matter

Mineral resources (lithium);
Natural ecosystems;
Ground properties;
Air pollution;
Vegetation density;
Water properties;
Miners, Manufacturers, and Assemblers'
physical and mental health;
User behavior;
User vocal commands;
User digital database;
[...]

What is acted on by that technological action
or systems of actions.

Energy
Forces that move tools and transform Matter
in that technological action or systems of
actions.
Tools
Means of work moved by Energy for the
transformation of Matter in that technological
action or system of actions.

Gestures
Operations that move tools in that
technological action or system of actions.
Knowledge
How the chaîne opératoire is organized.

Money;
Energetic resources;
[...]

Human labor;
Human knowledge and experience;
Human beliefs;
Human needs;
Machines;
Softwares;
[...]
Social and technical regulations;
Social and technical infrastructures;
Physical infrastructures;
Digital infrastructure;
and more [...]
Quantification of value,
Quantification of human labour;
Quantification of human needs;
Quantification of human made products;
Exchange regulations;
Data control;
Hierarchical social systems;
[...]

The presented example (Table 2) is not complete and does not exhaust the complexity of the
systems under examination. However, it may underly how the representation of the Amazon
Echo chaîne opératoire helped the two authors characterize the system as: “a new form of
extractivism of resources, labor, and data for the production of small moments of
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convenience“ (Crawford and Joler, 2018). By rephrasing the sentence, the general
interpretative function hypothesized by the two authors within this particular milieu
exterieur is: It is efficacious to extract high numbers of resources, labor, and data to produce
individual moments of convenience.
From this consideration, since the methodology of the chaîne opératoire requires a
continuous doubting of one’s interpretation of “matter”, “energy”, and “efficacy” (Coupaye,
2022b), the observer might ask himself if and how the hypothesized interpretative functions
of the observed technology might be familiar with the relational regimes he establishes with
other human and non-human actors in different social contexts.

4. Conclusion
Following the assumption that ways of acting in the physical world are harder to change
than beliefs and ideologies (Appadurai, 1986), the hypothesis that moves this research is
driven by a concern for the rapid, self-evident, and ubiquitous attributes of modern
technological artifacts, modern “technologies”.
“[...] a look at modern advanced technology brings us back to a well-known principle
in the anthropology of technology [...] the more a technological feature is concerned
with the premiers degrés du fait ("first degrees of fact") - those dealing with an
action on matter or energy - the less it is subject to variation. When this
technological action takes place among technological principles which are
themselves very compelling, the scope of possible variations is narrowed ever
further” (Leroi-Gourhan, 1943 as cited in Lemonnier, 1992).

An excessive mystification of these powerful artifacts’ engineering and utilitarian qualities
may lose sight of the preconceptions that sustain them, which are fundamental in
determining how social groups of functional solidarity organize through and for them. In this
respect, by embracing the post-dualist concept of objects’ “shared agency” coming from
Latour’s Actor-Network-Theory (ANT) (Latour, 2005), but without denying a viewpoint on
“responsibility” in which need, purpose, and desire are reserved to living organisms
(Honborg, 2021), this research suggests that the stimulation of meta-design reflective
practices on the “issue of efficacy” in design (see 1.1) may enhance our interconnected
contemporary socio-technical system to transcend eventual irrational preconceptions
embedded within these technologies. (Meadows, 1999) In this respect, this paper delineates
a preliminary approach for studying modern “technologies” in design education.
Acknowledgements: This research owes much to professor Stefana Broadbent, who
introduced me to the world of anthropology and has been an excellent and patient
mentor during the development of my MSc thesis.
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